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So homore s ins the wheel wins bi
by Thu Vu Pham
Thorn Reporter
Brad Smith, a Rose-Hulman sopho-
more, will appear on a nation-wide
broadcast of the game show, Wheel Of
Fortune scheduled to air Thursday, Octo-
ber 31.
According to Smith, "My mother
signed me up [for Wheel of Fortune]."
This spring, Smith was one of 30000
contestant hopefuls gathering at the Indi-
ana University-Purdue University of
Indianapolis for the Wheel of Fortune
tryout.
Wheel of Fortune producers put the
tryout participants through written tests
with puzzles and mock Wheel of Fortune
games. The contestants went through
several tryouts. The first tryout reduced
30,000 contestants to 110 contestants.
The overall appearance, personality
and outcome of the written tests allowed
the producers to pick Smith as one of the
110 members to continue to the next
level of tryouts. After further testing,
Smith became one of 30 participants to
appear on a Wheel of Fortune show.
Smith participated in the game show
last Thursday at Sony Studio, Los Ange-
les, CA. According to Smith, all five
shows slated to appear on television dur-
ing the week of October 27 were taped in
one day.
Contestants had 15 minutes to change
clothes between taping so that the show
appears to occur on different days.
Before the shows, the contestants were
required to sign legal documents, review
the game show rules and practice in a
short rehearsal.
Participates drew numbers to deter-
mine what date they will appear. Smith
drew a Thursday night slot. The three top
winners for the first four days get to
come back for the Friday show.
Smith exclaimed, won the Thursday
show." Smith also participated on the
Friday show.
Smith earned total winnings of
$14,300 and a $9000 Jukebox with 200
CDs. According to the bylaw, Smith will
receive his prizes within 120 days.
Smith reflected, "I really liked being
there. It was fun being in the studio,
meeting Pat [Sajak] and Vanna [White].
They were very nice."
Smith said seeing how the game show
operated was a learning experience.
Smith thought it was interesting the way
the show breaks for commercials to let
the show change atmosphere and allow
the producers to direct further details.
Pat Sajak made conversation to lead
into the show. Smith said, "Everyone was
cool and laid back. [Participants] had a
good time."
Enthusiastic volunteers make progress on bonfire
by Chris Hansen
Thorn Reporter
Construction began on the Homecoming
bonfire on a field behind the Alpha Tau
Omega house, a new location for the bon-
fire. Students have been working hard
constructing the bonfire framework since
Sept. 20.
Students began working on the bonfire
later than usual, because the tradition was
maintained later in the academic year than
usual.
According to Greg Hawkins, Deming 0
RA and bonfire organizer, the construction
of the bonfire framework is going
smoothly.
Hawkins elaborated, "Outside of just a
few problems that we're having, like not
getting railroad ties here in time, the most
important thing is getting people
involved."
According to Hawkins, after being faced
with the possibility of not having a bonfire
this year, students are more enthusiastic
about constructing the bonfire.
Hawkins explained, "We're doing really
well in getting people to help. Getting
people involved is not really a problem.
It's kind of hard to get people when you're
walking around [Rose-Hulman], but it
always seems like there's people ready to
work when you get down there."
Freshman Scott Snelling said, "Greg
Hawkins rounded everybody up. This is
my third day to work out here. Others
from my floor are helping out here [also]."
According to Hawkins, there has been at
least twenty people here working each day
this week. "We're getting really good
involvement from the entire student popu-
lation. There are students from my hall
and other halls. Three fraternities so far
have been helping, too. I'm really pleased
that we're getting involvement from
upperclassmen."
The involvement is not just from fresh-
men, as in years past. The tradition of
upperclassmen tearing down the stacks
will be put on hold this year, since the
entire student body is needed to do all the
work that needs to be done.
Tim Hancock, a sophomore electrical
engineer said, "[Upperclassmen are] try-
ing to be involved here. We've been out
here three nights since Monday, and we're
going to be here as much as possible.
We've got about 15 people from Lambda
Chi Alpha working here tonight. I think
it's nice that at least we're going to have a
bonfire this year. It's good to continue this
Rose tradition. I'm a little disappointed
that the freshmen aren't doing it all them-
selves, though. My friends and I were
looking forward to tearing it down!"
In the past, the freshman class has
appointed a number of its members to
organize and delegate tasks related to the
production. That didn't happen this year.
The only way to organize the bonfire
quickly was to do so within a group of
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Volunteers center of bonfire construction
Freshmen and upperclassmen work together building the Homecoming
bonfire framework. Photo by Chris Hansen
upperclassmen.
Hawkins said, "[Rose-Hulman] had to
overlook [freshmen organizing the bon-
fire] this year because we had to get the
thing organized. Because of the late start,
we didn't want to make it too large or to
have inexperienced leaders. It was quite a
chore."
The student planners envisioned for this
bonfire to have about 1500 railroad ties.
The 1995 Homecoming bonfire was
rumored to have about 2000 ties, but after
a conversation with retired mathematics
professor Alfred Schmidt, Hawkins
believes that the previous bonfire wasn't
as big at rumored.
Railroad ties haven't arrived fast
enough to keep the bonfire volunteers
occupied. Wednesday, bonfire volunteers
quit early because the load of railroad ties
hadn't arrived in time.
Hawkins elaborated, "I think the main
problem is in acquiring the tics, and then
getting them here in time. Currently we
are about 400 under the amount we had
originally envisioned having. We're
going to get them, but it will take a little
bit of work."
Several people offered to donate rail-
road ties to Rose-Hulman.
Hawkins added, "There are some funds
coming from Rose, but it's not for the
purchase of railroad tics. A lot of it is for
some special things that we are going to
add to the fire that have never been done
before."
Terre Haute resident returns stolen laptop
by James Tedrick
Thorn Reporter
A laptop theft has been reported
on campus for the first time this
academic year.
A non-student laptop was sto-
len from the Learning Center on
September 6. The Learning Cen-
ter, which has increased its secu-
rity following the incident, had
been the target of attempted break-
ins last year. An investigation is
underway.
However, the Terre Haute
Police recently recovered a laptop
stolen last year. The recovered
laptop was stolen from a professor
attending an ASME regional con-
ference in Indianapolis.
Gary Flora, director for security
and safety at Rose-Hulman,
explained, "On the evening of
April 12th, 1996 the laptop was
stored in a storage area, and the
doors were locked by the chief of
security. When they went back the
next day, the machine was gone."
Flora explained that the laptop
was sold to an Indianapolis pawn
shop, "where it was bought by a
Terre Haute resident. This resident
took the laptop to Office Max to
see about obtaining manuals. An
employee of the supply was suspi-
cious, and notified the Terre Haute
Police Department. The Terre
Haute resident gave the laptop up
voluntarily when told by the
police that it was stolen, and gave
it to Rose-Hulman security."
Security still maintains custody of
the computer, which is being held
for the Speedway, IN police.
The AMS PowerCD laptops
have internal markings, unique to
each machine, stored in a database
to aid the recovery of a laptop.
Also, Rose-Hulman security has
alerted local businesses to be on
the watch for computers that could
possibly have been stolen from
Rose.
To prevent thefts, Mary Ann
Pierce, the laptop coordinator
advises, "Treat it like any other
expensive item, and put the laptop
someplace safe when you're away
from them."
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Gatherings
Fri., Sept. 27 — Graduate School Seminar, Moench Hall
Auditorium
Fri., Sept. 27 — Army ROTC Fall Field Training
Exercises, Campus, 4 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 28 — Gun Club Faculty/Staff Shooting Day,
Noon
Sat., Sept. 28 — Army ROTC Fall Field Training
Exercises, Campus
Sun., Sept. 29 — Army ROTC Fall Field Training
Exercises. Campus (Until Noon)
Mon.. Sept. 30— Quarterback Club Luncheon, North
Room, Noon
Tue., Oct. 1 — Chemistry Seminar, "The Structure,
Dynamics And Uses Of Glass," Dr. Joseph Zwansinger
of Indiana University, DL-114, 11:45 a.m.
Tue., Oct. 1 — Institute Meeting, E-104, 4:20 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 2 — President's Administrative Council,
North Room, 8 a.m.
Mon., Oct. 7 — Quarterback Club Luncheon, North
Room, Noon
Tue., Oct. 8 — SGA Senate Meeting, GM Room,
5:30 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 9 — President's Administrative Council,
North Room, 8 a.m.
Wed., Oct. 9 — ACM Computer Science Seminar, Brian
Graves of Hughes Information Technology Systems,
G-222, 4:30 p.m.
Thur., Oct. 10— TASC Satalite Teleconference, "J.M.
Jurdan On Quality," GM Room, Noon - 3:30 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 11 — Admissions' On-Campus Visitation Day,
1-4:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 12 — Scholarship Sponsors Recognition
Dinner, North Room, 6 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 12 — Midterm Progress Reports Deadline,
11 a.m.
Oct. 15 — Registration For Winter Quarter
Oct. 21 — Final Date To Drop Course Without Penalty
Oct. 22 — Chemistry Seminar, John Weigel, Eli Lilly,
DL-114, 11:45 a.m.
Oct. 22 — Program, "Beyond JFK. The War Against
Democracy," Bob Harris
Oct. 24 — Latin American Studies Program, Mauricio
Solaun of Univ. of Illinois, GM Room, 5 p.m.
Oct. 24 — Admissions' On-Campus Visitation Days,
1-4:30 p.m.
Oct. 25 — Admissions On-Campus Visitation Days,
1-4:30 p.m.
Nov. 11 — Admissions' On-Campus Visitation Day,
1-4:30 p.m.
Oct. 25— Fall Meeting, Indiana Section Of The
Mathematics Assoc. of America
Oct. 29— Institute Meeting, E-104, 4:20 p.m.
Oct. 31 — Army ROTC Fall Awards Parade, 5:30 p.m.
Nov. 3-6 — Kanazawa Institute of Technology/RHIT
Symposium On Engineering Education In The 21st
Century
Nov. 11 — Army Veterans Day Ceremony, Highland
Lawn Cemetery, 6 a.m.
Nov. 18— Fall Quarter Final Exams Begin, 8 a.m.
Nov. 21 — End Of Fall Quarter, 5 p.m.
Nov. 26 — Service Club Luncheon, Main Dinin Room.
Noon
Fri., Oct. 4 — Homecoming:
* Heritage Roll Of Honor Luncheon, Hulman Union,
Noon
* Fifty Plus Club Dinner, Hulman Union, 6 p.m.
* Volleyball, Oakland City College, E.E. Black Center,
6 p.m.
* Pep Rally/Queen's Coronation, Shook Fieldhouse,
8:30 p.m.
* Bonfire & Fireworks, East Of Phil Brown Field, 9:15
p.m.
Sat., Oct. 5 — Homecoming:
* Awards Brunch, Main Dining Room, 8:30 a.m.
* Alumni Baseball Game, Art Nehf Field, 9 a.m.
* Cross Country, Vincennes University, Phil Brown
Field, 10:30 a.m. (Women's Meet)/1 I a.m. (Men's
Meet)
* Department Open Houses/Campus Tours,
Throughout Campus, 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
* Alumni Soccer Game, Jim Rendel Field, 11 a.m.
* Football, Wabash College, Phil Brown Field, 2 p.m.
(ICAC Game)
* Banquet, Main Dining Room, Hulman Union, 6 p.m.
* Concert. Barbara Bailey Hutchison, Shook
Fieldhouse, 8 p.m.
Oct. 17-18 — Fall Break, No Classes
Oct. 23 — Fall Quarter Blood Drive
Oct. 25 — Drama Club Musical, "Little Shop Of
Horrors," 8 p.m.
The FIRST credit card
no empty promises
Some credit cards offer a low "intro-
ductory" interest rate but increase it
after only a few months. Some charge
annual fees of S25 or more, while
others waive the annual fee but keep
interest rates high.
TERRE HAUTE
We don't think anyone should be
subject to fine print. That's why our
VISA and MasterCard offer a fixed
annual percentage rate of 14.9%.
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a year, you'll pay no annual fee!
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Oct. 26 — Drama Club Musical, "Little Shop Of
Horrors," 8 p.m.
Oct. 26 — Dad's Day
Oct. 27 — Drama Club Musical, "Little Shop Of
Horrors," 2 p.m.
Nov. 1 — Drama Club Musical, "Little Shop Of
Horrors," 8 p.m.
Nov. 2 — Fine Arts Series, The Audubon Quartet With
Eli Eban, 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 2 — Drama Club Musical, "Little Shop Of
Horrors," 2 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 28 — Soccer, Hanover College, Jim Rendel
Field, 1 p.m. (ICAC Match)
Sat., Sept. 28— Football, at University of Chicago,
Chicago, III., 1:30 p.m. (Broadcast on WSDM-AM
1130 at 1:15 p.m.)
Sat., Sept. 28 — Volleyball, at St. Joseph's College,
Rensselaer, 1 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 28 — Cross Country, at Danville Invitational,
Danville, III., 11 a.m.
Tue., Oct. 1 — Volleyball, Anderson University, E.E.
Black Center, 7 p.m. (ICAC Match)
Wed., Oct. 2 — Soccer, St. Joseph's College, Jim Rendel
Field, 3:30 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 4 — Women's Tennis, at ICAC Tournament,
Greencastle
Sat., Oct. 5 — Women's Tennis, at ICAC Tournament,
Greencastle
Wed., Oct. 9 — Soccer, vs. Franklin College at
Columbus, Ind., 3:30 p.m. (ICAC Game)
Wed., Oct. 9 — Volleyball, at Franklin College.
Franklin, Ind., 7 p.m. (ICAC Match)
Sat., Oct. 12 — Soccer, at North Central College (III.),
2 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 12 — Volleyball, at Wilmington College,
Wilmington, Ohio, 2 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 12 — Women's Tennis, vs. Elmhurst College/
Carroll College, Elmhurst, Ill.
Oct. 12— Football, Anderson University, Phil Brown
Field, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 26— Football, DePauw University, Phil Brown
Field, 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 16— Football, Washington University, Phil Brow ;11
Field, 1:30 p.m.
Career Services/Learning Center
L...o.s..g.,6eV.M.M.MM.M.Z.MOYA.V3ME£EE.SMK83MR3Olt.  AUV31
Mon., Sept. 30— Career Services Techniques Workshop, Hulman I IL'f'
Union, 4:30 p.m.
— Learning Center Study Sessions, Berzsenyi's Calculus 1,0-10
7-8 p.m.
— Learning Center Study Sessions, Erwin's Chemistry I, G-219,
7:30-9 p.m.
Tue., Oct. 1 — Career Services Techniques Workshop (Graduate
Students), Hulman Union, 4:30 p.m.
— Career Services Co-op Class No. 2, Hulman Union, 6 p.m.
— Career Services Interview Workshop, Hulman Union, 6:30 p.i
Thur., Oct. 3 — Career Services Techniques Workshop (Make-Up)
Hulman Union, 4:30 p.m.
— Learning Center Study Sessions, Erwin's Chemistry I, E-104,
4:30 p.m.
— Learning Center Study Sessions, Berzsenyi's Calculus I, 0-10
6-7 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 4 — Career Services Interviews, Hulman Union: Motorol.
Mon., Oct. 7 — Learning Center Study Sessions, Berzsenyi's
Calculus I, 0-101, 7-8 p.m.
— Learning Center Study Sessions. Erwin's Chemistry I, G-219,
7:30-9 p.m.
Submissions To Campus Events
Events may be published in Campus Events by
any organization or individual. Information on club
meetings, lectures/speeches, and athletic events,
including announcements of times and locations may
be submitted to Campus Calendar, in care of Dale
Long, associate director of communications, at Box
14 or extension 8418. More detailed articles
containing plans, agendas, and specific information
should be submitted to the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by Wednesday, at
noon, in order to be published in Campus Events in
the Rose Thorn on Friday.
) I
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Personal enlightenment found in helping mentally handicapped
Kent Bye
Thorn
Columnist
Once again the highlight of my
summer was spending a week at
"HandiCamp" where I was a per-
sonal counselor with a mentally
handicapped adult. The week was
a time to become friends with peo-
ple who don't have many friends
or even contact with their own
families. It was a very rewarding
experience because it was a
chance to make a difference in
someone's life while at the same
time making an even bigger differ-
ence in your own life.
I recruited some of my high
school friends to join me during
this life changing week, and after-
ward they all felt it was awesome.
It had such a profound impact on
Wes that his perspective on life
will never be the same. When we
were finished, he told me that it
was the best week that he had ever
had, and he wanted to drop his
full-academic scholarship at Ha-
nover for at least a semester in or-
der to help mentally handicapped
people have a fulfilling life.
He had aspirations of someday
teaching philosophy at the colle-
giate level, but after "Handi-
Camp" he saw the possibility of
touching more lives and making a
bigger difference than if he taught
college students what the greatest
minds thought about the meaning
of life.
Wes told me
that he really has
not been able to get
exactly what he ex-
pected out of his
studies in college,
and that he used to
think that he'd be-
come happy if he
just read as much as
outfit complete with a badge and
hat. Bill took charge of camp se-
curity, and displayed his humor by
threatening to give a $50 ticket for
"littering / animal deification" to a
pet owner whose dog was pollut-
ing the grounds. Wes had in-
formed me that Bill was an
an old book. Bill spontaneously
jumped in the skit, and grabbed
the Bible out of the person's
hands. One asked Bill if the Bible
was important, and he said, "very
important." He was asked what
that book was and he said, "God's
word." He was then asked what
 
 God's word was
After "HandiCamp" he
saw the possibility of
touching more lives and
making a bigger difference
he could to gain as much knowl-
edge as possible. He discovered
that giving a handicapped person a
smile meant much more to him
than all the knowledge he'll ever
gain from reading. These mental-
ly retarded people taught him
more about himself and about life
than he could have ever learned
through reading a library of books.
The most moving experience
that caused Wes' revelation came
from a camper named Bill. When
Bill arrived, he was banging his
head against the bed and claiming
that he wasn't good enough to be
alive. For the entire week, he
dressed in a full security guard
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extremely funny and intelligent
individual, but also that he had an
especially strong religious faith
which was displayed in a very
unique way.
The theme of the camp was
"Finding hidden little treasures",
and two people were doing a skit
during Bible study at the end of
the week. In the skit, they discov-
er a treasure chest filled with fake
money, jewelry, and a Bible, and
they are extremely excited to have
found all of these treasures. One
was throwing money in the air,
and the other picked up the Bible
and claimed that it should be
thrown away because it was just
and he said, "A
treasure."
This magical
moment was com-
pletely unplanned,
and I had to remind
myself that Bill was
in some way men-
tally impaired be-
cause I just saw him
as a normal person. Bill left so
that he could read his new Bible,
and he ended up taking a nap with
his arms wrapped around it clutch-
ing to it. In the afternoon he
showed Wes his new treasure, and
they started talking. They took a
hike to the chapel in the woods,
and Wes wanted to sec if Bill
could read so he spontaneously
opened the Bible and asked Bill
for help reading. Bill about Jesus'
baptism ... perfectly.
Bill then asked Wes if he had
ever been baptized, and Wes ex-
pressed to Bill that it has been a re-
gret for many years that he never
was baptized. Bill became wor-
Taking responsibility for
I think the primary reason is
accountability. According to
news accounts, the lady who
Dan West spilled coffee all over herself felt
that it was not her fault that she
was burned. The man who was
Thorn hit by a car felt that since there
Columnist were reflectors on the bike, they
 
 must be there for the purpose of
"Warning: The coffee in this riding at night. In both cases, they
cup is hot. It is heated to a tem- did not feel responsible for their
perature of 180 degrees. It is very actions.
hot." Similarly, the reason for laws
This warning is visible some- prohibiting drunk driving is
where in nearly every fast-food because there will always be peo-
establishment in the United States pie who do not take responsibility
following the landmark suit which for their actions. The law was
awarded $600,000 to a woman written as a way to blanket these
who spilled coffee on her lap (it people. Other laws exist as well,
was later decreased to from drug-use laws to legislation
$270,000). Another gentleman regarding manufacturers who
was cycling at night with dark must explain exactly what is in
clothes and no
lights on his bike
and was hit by a
car. He sued the
driver of the car,
for hitting him,
and the manu-
facturer of the
bicycle for not
stating that the
reflectors on the
bike were insuf-
ried, and insisted that something
should be done about it. He was
carrying around a canteen of wa-
ter, and wanted to baptize Wes
right then and there. Wes agreed,
and Bill knew exactly what to do
and say in order to baptize some-
one. He blessed the water and
baptized Wes at the chapel in the
middle of the woods.
At the beginning of the week,
Bill's self-esteem was so low that
he thought that he should be "tak-
en in front of the firing squad" for
misplacing his name tag. Wes,
along with the other counselors
there for the week, took the time to
look past Bill's disabilities to find
a more religious faith seen in any
disabled or non-disabled person.
By the end of the week, there had
been a tremendous change in
Bill's attitude and self-image, but
there was an even greater change
in Wes.
Spending this one week at this
camp completely changed Wes'
career path and outlook on life.
Instead of learning more about
philosophy at Hanover, he took a
semester off to spend some time
working in a group home and start
writing an inspirational book
about the lessons on life that he's
learned from people who have
been labeled "handicapped."
your actions
governments pass it to the federal
government, which blames some-
one else, and the game goes on.
Many people who are on wel-
fare claim they cannot find a job,
but many of those same people
scoff at the suggestion that they
apply at a fast food restaurant,
claiming it is "beneath them." I
hate to break it to you, but if
you're living off a government
check, there isn't a whole lot
beneath you. Living on welfare is
the same as saying, "I don't have
to be responsible for keeping
myself alive, the government has
to. It's here to serve me, after
all."
This philosophy is wrong.
The purpose of the government is
to serve the people, but not to wait
on them hand and foot. Every
 
person who lives
There is not a single
person who has not
shifted the blame
sometime
ficient for riding at night.
These are only a few of the
thousands of frivolous lawsuits
that are filed each year in the US.
In fact, the legal business is
booming with cases which would
not even have been considered
only twenty or thirty years ago. It
is not difficult to imagine some-
one making a living off of frivo-
lous suits. Why do people file
these suits? Is it because they
think they have truly been
wronged by their target? Perhaps.
There is a great number of cases
which have legitimate basis.
However, a restaurant serving
coffee hot instead of cold is
hardly doing their patrons a dis-
service.
Do they sue because they are
in debt? Occasionally. However,
their products.
There is probably not a single
person in this world who has not
shifted the blame sometime.
"Where's your homework,
Johnny?"
"Uh, my dog ate it..."
The trick, then, is breaking
ourselves of this habit and taking
responsibility for our actions.
"Why did you fail your Calculus
final, Susan?"
-Because I wasn't prepared
and didn't study."
Passing the buck has become
an American pastime, just like
baseball and mom's apple pie. It
is evident in our government,
when the President, whether he is
Republican or Democrat, passes
the buck to Congress, who passes
it back to the Oval Office. State
on welfare with-
out trying to find
a job is a leech,
and the only
proper way to
deal with a leach
is to burn it off or
cut it off. Either
way, the leech is
left starving in
the cold. If you
don't want to become a starving
leech, make sure you have an
alternative source of food.
These are harsh words, but
reality is harsh. In the middle
ages, if you did not provide for
yourself, you were literally
thrown out in the cold. In
England, during colonial Ameri-
can times, if y ou went into debt so
far that you couldn't recover, you
went to prison. These methods
may seem barbaric, but they
worked. Today, if you go into
debt, you can go on a game show
where the grand prize is the
repayment of all your debts. If
one is to be a functioning member
of society, you must provide for
yourself and take care of your
responsibilities.
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Busy week ahead for improving volleyball team
The Engineers celebrate after their match against Robert Morris.
Photo by Dave Hik
by Joel Gillespie
Sports Editor
Following a frustrating loss to Manchester in
their conference opener, the Rose-Hulman volley-
ball team looks to rebound this week with three
matches. The Engineers traveled to Earlham Col-
lege last night for a match which was concluded too
late for publication.
Rose continues their road swing Saturday with a
trip to St. Joseph's, Rensselaer, Ind., for a 1 p.m.
match. Tuesday night, the Engineers return home
for their second conference tilt, a 7 p.m. game
against Anderson.
Against Manchester, the Engineers played better
than a glance at the 3-0 outcome would indicate.
Rose led in every gaem, finally falling 15-11, 15-
10, 15-12. In each game, the Engineers jumped out
to an early lead, and then the Spartans would fight
back with strong hitting.
The Engineers hit with the Spartans spike for
spike, but Manchester was able to dink several balls
successfully over Rose's blockers. That was proba-
bly the key to the Spartans' victory.
Statistically, the Engineers shone in several cate-
gories. Freshman hitter Beth Nixon led the team
with 15 kills, the highest total for the team this sea-
son. She added eight blocks and 14 digs as well.
Freshman setter Kate Buchanan was solid as
usual with 17 assists and four kills, while senior
Nikki Overman had six kills and six blocks.
Soccer team ready to get back on track
by Joel Gillespie
Sports Editor
Rendel Field has been unkind to the
Rose-Hulman soccer team over the
past three games, and the Engineers
hope to reverse that trend Saturday
against Hanover. The game will begin
at 1 p.m., and it is Rose's ICAC sea-
son opener.
The Engineers have had success
against the Panthers in the past, win-
ning the past five meetings between
the teams.
Rose failed to score a goal for the
third straight game in a 3-0 loss to
MacMurray last Saturday. The set-
back left the Engineers with a 0-2-1
record over their scoring drought and
a 2-3-1 mark overall. According to
head coach Greg Ruark, Rose has
attempted less than 20 shots over the
course of the three-game slide.
Lack of concentration was cited as the
cause of the Engineers' poor play against
MacMurray. "[The Engineers] appeared
they wanted to be everywhere but on our
field," said a frustrated Ruark. Rose
could manage only three shots in the
demoralizing defeat.
The three goals was the most allowed
in a game this season by keeper Matt
Toppin, whose goals-against average
crept up to 1.12 per game. Toppin exited
the game after the third goal in favor of
freshman Nick Schafer, the first time this
season that Toppin has left a game.
Ruark added, "I hope this is as low as
we feel. It should get better, and we'll be
OK." The Engineers have suddenly
stepped up their level of play at this time
of the season each of the past two years,
and hopefully that trend will continue
this season, starting Saturday.
Engineers' Fall Sports Calendar
FOOTBALL
VOLLEYBALL
CROSS
COUNTRY
WOMEN'S
TENNIS
Saturday 28 Sunda 29
at Univ. of
Chicago,
1:30 p.m.
Home vs.
Hanover,
1 p.m.
at St.
Joseph's,
1 p.m.
,
at Danville
Invite,
II a.m.
at Anderson
vs. AU &
Franklin,
10 a.m.
Tuesday 1  Wednesday 2 
Home vs.
Anderson,
7 p.m.
Home vs.
St. Joseph's,
3:30 p.m.
W.Mm. .
Manchester 3,
Rose-Hulman 0
Manchester 15 15 15
Rose-Hulman 11 10 12
Statistical Leaders
Beth Nixon - 15 kills, 8 blocks.
Kate Buchanan - 17 assists, 5 kills
Molly Lambert- 16 digs
Freshman Beth Nixon goes up for the block in
Photo by Dave Hilean earlier match.
Sports Briefs
Men's Cross Country
Sophomore Dan Brier placed fourth
leading the Engineers to a second-place
fmish at the Principia Invitational. Brier
posted a season-best 8-K time of 27:15.
The Engineers finished behind only
Greenville College at the six-team meet.
The men run at the Danville Invite this
Saturday.
Women's Cross Country
Rose-Hulman placed third at the four-
team DePauw Invitational. Three Engi-
neers finished among the top 20 runners,
including sophomore Ann Christensen
who ran the 5-K course in 22:45 to finish
13th overall. Sophomore Sara Speckhard
was 17th with a time of 23:38, and soph-
omore Liza Saunders was 18th with a
time of 23:40. The women also
Danville this Saturday.
Women's Tennis
The Engineer women's tennis team
saw some action this past week against
IUPUI and the Terre Haute women's ten-
nis club. IUPUI shut down the Engineers,
9-0, and women's club results were not
available. The Engineers travel to Frank-
lin for a double dual Saturday.
Baseball
The Rose-Hulman Baseball team
swung in to action last weekend in a tour-
nament at Columbus, Ohio. The Engi-
neers finished 1-2 in the tourney, and
"got some bad baset)all out of the way,"
according to head coach Jeff Jenkins.
run at
Men's Principia
Invitational Results
2nd of 6 teams--30 runners
Women's DePauw
Invitational Results (5K)
3rd of 4 teams--32 runners
4. Dan Brier 27:15 13. Ann Christensen 22:45
6. Ryon Sumner 27:42 17. Sara Speckhard 23:38
7. David Hartman 28:02 18. Liza Saunders 23:40
8. Dan Tews 28:05 21. Emily Huguenard 23:58
11. Joshua Karkalik 29:19 22. Melanie Wells 24:06
Engineer Football
team is in action this
aturday at 1:30 p.m.,
at the University of
Chicago. Catch the
action on WSDM-
AM radio 1130.
The Quality Source
Life Savers Needed
$100 Fast and Easy
New donors earn 525 for each
donation in the next 2 weeks.
(over 90 days)
$50 First Week.
Call (812) 234-4828
NABI BioMedical Center
417 Wabash
Walk-ins welcome,
Hours: M.W,F 9-6; T,Th 8-5
Offer Expires 10/31/96
11"
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Improper ballot forces election to be delayed
Joe Kidd
Toby Eiler
by Craig Miesse
SGA Publicity Director
The Freshman class presi-
dential elections were forced
to be postponed this Tuesday.
September 24 because one ot
the six candidates names was
not printed on the ballot.
The election will be held
again next Tuesday, October
1. The candidates for Fresh-
man class president are
Charissa Bolind, Monte
Brown, Toby Eiler, Joe Kidd,
Brian Kincaid and Tifini
McClyde.
Charissa Bolind
Brian Kincaid
Tifini McClyde
6710 East Wabash
877-1474
Open
11 a.m. - Midnight
7 Days a Week
FREE DELIVERY (minimum $5.00)
College Student Specials
Off-campus students add 50t
Pizza
7" 12" 14" 16"
Cheese 1.95 4.80 5.90 7.00
1-item 2.30 6.30 7.40 8.50
2-item 2.65 7.10 8.30 9.50
3-item 3.20 7.90 9.20 10.50
4-item 3.50 8.70 10.10 11.50
Additional Menu Items
Sandwiches $3.45 & 3.95
Bread Stix - w/Cheese .... 1.50
Garlic Knots, Cinnamon
Knots or Butter Knots ... 1.60
Garlic Bread  1.45
Garlic Bread & Cheese  1.95
Hot Wings (10 pcs.)  3.50
BBQ Wings (10 pcs.)  3.50
Full Spaghetti  2.99
Works Items: Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Olives, and Green Peppers.
Ingredients: Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, Green Olives, Black Olives, Green Peppers,
Pepperoncini, Jalepeno Peppers, Ham, Beef, Canadian Bacon, Fresh Bacon Pieces and Anchovies.
SPECIAL: 2 sandwiches for $5.90
Ham & Cheese' Ham, Provolone, Mozzarella, Parmesan $3.45
Hoagie' Ham, Salami, Provolone Cheese, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions, Spices 3.45
Stromboli - Pizza Sauce, Sausage, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Barbeque Stromboli - BBQ Sauce, Sausage, Cheese, Spices, Onions 3.45
Pepperoli - Pizza Sauce, Pepperoni, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Submarine - Pizza Sauce, Salami, Canadian Bacon, Cheese, Spices 3.45
Gyro - Lamb & Beef, Onions, Tomatoes, Sour Cream on Pita Bread 3.45
Roast Beef - Roast Beef, Onions, Provolone Cheese  3.95
Turkey Club - Turkey Breast, Fresh Bacon Bits, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions & Mayo 3.95
Meatball - Meatballs, Spaghetti Sauce, Cheese, Spices  3.95
Italian Beef - Served with onion & provolone cheese on our Fresh Sub Bun  3.95
Pork BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun  3.95
Beef BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun  3.95
Chicken BBQ Sandwich - Served with onion on our Fresh Sub Bun  3.95
Steak Hoagie - Steak, onions & provolone cheese on our Fresh Sub Bun  3.95
Ex. Veg. - 304 Ex. Cheese - 504 Ex. Meat' $1.00
Reg. Salad $1.45 Chef Salad  $3.50
Drinks 954 Pitchers, Soft Drink  2.75
Prices do not include tax (Jan 94)
NEW FACULTY SPOTLIGHT
Adam Smith
Title:
Visiting Associate Professor of
Physics
Hometown: 
,......... ,
--
Carmel, IN ,
Education:
'Bachelor of Science in Physics
from Wabash College in 1987.
•Master of Science in Physics
from Indiana University in 1989.
•Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics from
Indiana University in August,
1996.
Experience: Professor Adam Smith
Smith taught introductory level When he can find the extra time, he
courses at Wabash College last enjoys water skiing and running.
year. Smith also tutored gifted Lately he has also cultivated his
Malaysian high school exchange bonsaieen thumb by tendingg
students attending schools in the 
green 
Bloomington, IN area for four trees.
years, until the program was ceased
by the Malaysian government.
Goals for 1996-97:
Smith's research experience con-
sists of his doctoral thesis project, Smith would like to improve his
an analysis of the spin associated teaching skills during the upcoming
with polarized 3He nuclei, which he academic year. He would also like
is currently revisino
' 
for publica- to exploit the use of the laptop com-
tion. This summer he also investi- putcr in his lower level classes.
gated high-energy particle therapy
for cancer patients. This quarter, Smith supervises two
Physics I labs and an Electricity
and Magnetism lab, and he lectures
Personal Profile: two Waves sections. He looks for-
Smith has a wife and a nine-month ward to possibly teaching a Nuclear
old son. His family and his new job Physics lab later this year. He hopes
keep his schedule very busy, not
leaving much room for other hob- to become settled in, get involved
bies. in the RHIT community, and adjust
to the off-hour class schedule
CAREER SERVICES OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
TUESDAY
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
THURSDAY
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
FRIDAY
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
SATURDAY
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
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Key to life and happiness discovered in communication
Caleb Coburn
Thorn Columnist
Since arriving at college, one of the
most important things I have learned was
not taught in the classroom. It was learned
through experience; mainly with my
friends. What I have learned was the won-
derful concept of communication. Com-
munication is what makes or breaks any
type of relationship, and it runs our world.
It is strange how I have gotten around to
learning this: so strange. that I would like
to relate the experience to you.
I realized sometime during the end of
my freshman year how valuable communi-
cation really was. At that time, it was
communication on a very personal level,
particularly with a dear friend of mine.
She helped bring out my feelings, some-
thing I had never done in my entire life.
The amazing thing was that I have only
seen her once in my entire life, and I did
this entirely via e-mail and hand-written
letters. Unfortunately, my mind misinter-
preted the circumstances of the relation-
ship. and thus I hadn't heard from her since
December 15 of last year. Nevertheless.
she taught mc the basics of communica-
tion, and I will always be grateful.
When talking to my friend, I was able
to release a lot of the burdens in which I
had kept inside. I finally had someone to
talk to about life, and I didn't have to lock
everything up inside like I did in high
school. But, having never experienced this
thing before, I took it too far. I ended up
pushing her away, as she couldn't handle
all that I needed to say. I had a lot to talk
about; after all, I hadn't talked with anyone
about anything, for 19 years at that point. I
was hurt badly when she cut me off, but I
knew how to fix the situation — talk to
people about it. I had learned that commu-
nication felt good, and that I was never go-
ing to be without it again.
However, at this particular point in
time, I still didn't fully understand how
important communication was; that came
during the first half of 1996. First, it came
through another friend of mine (yes, an-
other female). She helped me through one
of the toughest points in my life, and no
matter how much I unloaded my feelings
on her, she was always there as my friend.
She gave me the outlet I needed, and her
advice allowed me to sleep soundly on
many nights. How she was able to take all
of this in, to listen to me and my thoughts
for hours, I will never know. She is one of
the most intelligent and caring people I
have ever met, as well as one of the best
friends I will ever have.
The second instance that made me real-
ize the value of communication was at
work this summer. I had the wonderful op-
portunity to spend the summer in San Di-
ego, interning for Solar Turbines, Inc.
During this stint, I got to see first-hand
how a large company, which grossed over
$900 million in 1995, worked. The amaz-
ing thing was that it was a simple process
of communication. I say it's simple be-
cause it's easy to label. Each employee
had in their office: a phone, a computer
with e-mail, voice mail, a pager, a mail-
box, and a whole lot of Post-It notes. The
building I worked in had at least 120 office
workers, and, even with all of these ave-
nues of communication, it was still some-
times difficult to get in touch with
someone. Could you imagine how hard it
would have been 10 or 20 years ago to get
in touch? Communication was the key to
getting work done; and whether it be at a
meeting, on the phone, through e-mail, or
hunting them down in their office, the job
got done. The company succeeded be-
cause the communication was usually
wide open with many paths to get in touch
with someone. Solar Turbines knew this,
and that's why each office employee had
all of that equipment.
After fully realizing the importance of
communication, I have developed a great
respect for it. I now know that, at anytime,
if something's bothering me or if I'm in a
disagreement with a friend, the only solu-
tion is through discussing the problem. I
will never again subject myself to the mis-
erable feeling I felt throughout high
school. I am now continuously looking for
outlets for my feelings, including: writing
for the Thorn, my two radio shows on
WMHD, my Weekly Moment with Caleb's
Mind (an e-mail thing), and by just talking
to friends and family. It frees up my mind,
allowing me to do better in my social and
school life.
Whether it be a personal or a business
relationship, communication is definitely
the most important thing between two peo-
ple. Without it, misunderstanding and
false-assumptions are the only thing one
will feel. Without letting your partner
know what you're thinking or feeling,
nothing can be accomplished, and the rela-
tionship will quickly degenerate to noth-
ing. This I have experienced, and it's
definitely not a feeling you want to have.
Fortunately, time and patience have a way
of healing such things, but communication
is always the only thing that can fix what
was wrong or what never was. This I have
experience, and it is a great feeling.
Maybe users can help themselves
In response to Bob Flaherty's letter in last week Thorn, I wish to shed some light on the
Waters Computer Center Public Lab and Help Desk, and address some of Mr. Flaherty's
concerns. Please note that I speak for myself and in no way represent the views of WCC.
I work at the Help Desk about ten hours each week and am amazed at how well the sum-
mer software and hardware upgrades went. The Public Lab is a state-of-the-art resource
which benefits the entire Rose community. With hundreds of users, maintaining this leading-
edge facility is a gargantuan task which most corporate Information System Managers
would not dare. The WCC operators and managers do an excellent job given the fact that
they have full class schedules and extracurricular activities like the rest of us.
The problems about which Mr. Flaherty complains have arisen from the need for a
secure computing environment. If Public Lab users could be trusted not to "reconfigure" the
machines to their own tastes, none of the current is.sues would exist. Last year, however,
almost every machine had to be reloaded daily, taking an extraordinary toll on the staffs time.
A better solution was necessary—enter Windows 95.
Thirteen new Dell Pentiums were purchased this summer and after a few weeks of con-
figuration, a stable Windows 95 network was achieved. The machines use "profiles" which
allow users to customize certain settings, similar to a NeXT environment. But Windows 95
is not UNIX. The new Dells got trashed quickly as nefarious users learned that Mech War-
rior. Quake, and Duke Nukem 3-D run very well on these top-of-the-line speedsters. Thus,
much of the staffs time, which could have been devoted to improving security and adding
new applications, was instead apportioned to "putting out tires" and making the machines
bootable again after users dumped entire hard drives into the "recycle bin."
Most of the situations Mr. Flaherty mentioned were caused by users who boot into DOS
or otherwise circumvent WCC security, thus creating problems no Help Desk Operator
could possibly foresee, If users would leave well enough alone, the Public Lab wouldn't
even need an attendant; alas, every user is a self-proclaimed computer expert
So it would seem to some that the average operator doesn't know enough about the Pub-
lic Lab. Well. I'm not denying that this is sometimes true, but some operators haven't
worked enough hours this year to become familiar with the new setup. which will change as
the year progresses. Does Mr. Flaherty suggest we pay for the operators to get continual
training? If he does, maybe he can foot the bill!
I contend that classes aren't necessary though. because the mechanisms for training and
communication are already in place — every operator can and will tell you to look at the
whiteboanl in the front of the Public Lab, where solutions to many common questions are
posted. No one seems to read this board, however, nor do they read The Kernel, which is
both the communication medium and the logbook which Mr. Flaherty so vehemently
deniands.
What then, can we do to satisfy everyone? A chemical engineering style scale-up net-
work. as Mr. Flaherty suggests? Get real! We're talking about thirteen computers here. not a
Prozac factory. A modest proposal would be to "let it be" — that is, see how long the net-
work and Public Lab could last if WCC staff actually did as little as Mr. Flaherty contends.
Yup. a week's vacation, and the users, left upon their own recognizance, would realize just
how much the staff has to do every day to provide the high level of service that everyone has
come to expe\3. Registry errors would pale in comparison to the havoc entailed in a tilily
"helpless" Help Desk. Maybe, instead of playing Doom, users could actually take the time to
learn the system and find the answers themselves.
Stephen Wirt*, (CM '991
Letters to the Editor
Defending the WCC Help Desk
As the operator manager of Waters Computing Center. I feel a responsibility to respond
to what I believe are unfair accusations against the Waters Computing Center Help Desk and
the operators who work there. The author of the letter. which appeared in the September 20
edition of the Rose Thorn, is uninformed about the mission of the Help Desk and some of the
intricacies that are involved in keeping the computers at Rose functioning.
First and foremost, I am disappointed that the author wrote a letter to the Than rather than
expressing his concerns to WCC employees. Those who feel that they are not receiving the
help that should be provided by anyone affiliated with WCC are encouraged to bring their
concerns to us. The student managers and permanent staff members are always ready to listen
to your concerns and address them as quickly and efficiently as possible.
It is true that a new operating system (Windows 95) is in use on the Rose-Hulman cam-
pus. The accusation that 'WCC did not pre-test the system, however, is simply not true. The
Fast-Track Calculus program provided an excellent testing ground which revealed many
problems and concerns. Several permanent staff and student employees spent the entire sum-
mer writing, testing, and correcting the Rose-Hulman setup of Windows 95. Unfortunately.
no testing system is perfect. Sonic problems, both large and small, were able to slip through
the cracks. WCC continues to track down problems and fix them as quickly as is possible.
The WCC Help Desk mission statement is to "effectively manage problems. to continu-
ously improve the quality of service provided by WCC by providing timely resolutions." In
order to provide timely resolutions, it is not always possible to explain every problem to every
user. Thus. when an operator "conies over, punches a few keys ...and leaves," the explana-
tion of this behavior may be as simple as a lack of time. With both sophomores and freshmen
using laptops, in addition to faculty, staff, graduate students, juniors, and seniors, WCC is of-
ten swamped with problems. To combat this overcrowding. WCC has placed a Helpdesk fre-
quently asked questions list on the World Wide Web. Users should consult this document at
latp:,ewww.rose-hulman.edu/WCOlielpdesktFAQ.html before asking questions at the Help
Desk.)
On the other hand, the operator may not have had the opportunity to learn why a certain
solution works. Permanent staff or student managers actually implement most solutions that
go through the Help Desk. The purpose of the operator position is to allow those people to do
their jobs without interruption. It is also sometimes necessary to provide a temporary fix until
a illOTB permanent solution can be found. Operators often are simply told what do to fix a
problem. without knowing why it works or even if it will still work tomorrow, though final
solutions to problems are always fully explained. While every eflbrt is made to keep opera-
tors, and through them die users, informed of all aspects of solutions, it is not always possible
to do so while efficiently solving problems. This is an undesirable but unavoidable side-effect
of another portion of the misskan statement — effectively managing problems. If all employ-
ees had to know how every solution was arrived at and how it worked, problems could not be
solved in an effective manner.
The solutions to sonic problems. including the infamous "Registry Error." are purposely
not given to the users in order to avoid more complex problems that could be caused by the
solution itself For example, the Registry is a very complex pan of Windows 95 which is very
unforgiving if a mistake is made. If a user modifies the Registry, and makes even a minor mis-
take, the consequences could range front missing applications to complete system failure.
Thus, WCC employees modify the Registry trather than giving out instructions on how to do
so) in order to avoid the myriad of problems that would almost assuredly be caused by users
making their own repairs.
Since May 1995. the Help Desk has been using a computerized system for tracking prob-
lems and entering solutions, much like the logbook suggested in the letter. The number of
problems that the Help Desk processes, however, makes it impossible for everyone to keep
up to date with all that is happening. Operators usually work only 4-6 hours per week, so it is
possible that any given operator will not have seen your particular pmblern before. hfforma-
tion on the most common problems is passed on through e-mail and notes left at the Help
Desk, but the same solution will not always work for everyone. Computers are very compli-
cated. and two superficially identical problems may actually be very different. The opposite
may also occur — problems that seem unrelated may have the same source. Therefore.
though logs are useful, real problems require operators to find solutions. not just look them up.
Filially, operators are at the Help Desk to serve the users. The implied accusation in the
letter that operators do their homework while they should be working is for the most part m-
ime. If it appears to any user that an operator is not focusing on the job, that person should
come to WCC management and report the problem. The managers at WCC take our jobs se-
riously, and expect the operators to do the same. Again, please speak to WCC before you
write public letters that tear down the image of Waters Computing Center. The key to solving
any problem is to be made aware that it exists.
Skip Franklin
Operator and Documentation Manager
Waters Computing Center
 ••••••••
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1996 HOMECOMING )UEEN CANDIDATES
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Stephanie Baldwin graduated from Sullivan
'
High School in May of 1995. She is the . 
— 
.
daughter of Steve and Melissa Baldwin of Sul-
livan. She attended Purdue University and 
., -
_...
transferred to Ivy Tech College with a major
in nursing. In addition to attending school full .., .
time, she is employed by the J.C. Penney Co.
where she enjoys helping people look their
best. On her day off, she likes to visit with
friends, read, and relax by exercising.
Stephanie is a blue-eyed, 5 ft. 8 in., blonde. .
7.
Stephanie Baldwin
Lambda Chi Alpha
— My name is Tiffany Blandin. I am a
senior Electrical Engineering major here at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. I am
.... originally from Vincennes, Indiana where I
earned an Associates degree in Pre-Electri-
T-. cal Engineering at Vincennes University. I
came to Rose due to it's outstanding reputa-
tion in the engineering fields. After gradua-
' tion I hope to obtain a position in the
, automotive engineering field, and live hap-
pily ever after with my fiance'. Mike
,
Sheren. I am proud to be one of the first
women to attend Rose, and one of thef founding members of the Gamma Lambdachapter of Chi Omega. I hope to carry on
Tiffany Blandin Rose's fine reputation in the years to come.
Fiji
I, Michelle Clark, have
been nominated as the Tri-
angle homecoming queen
candidate. I am a sopho- 
more chemical engineer-
ing major from Robinson
Illinois. My parents are 
Larry and Janet Clark. I
am involved in various
activities on campus.
Some of these include,
being the SGA Executive
Director, Panhellenic Pres-
ident, Society of Women
Engineers, AIChE, and a
charter member of Chi
Omega sorority. After
Michelle Clark graduating from Rose, I
Triangle plan to attend law school
at Tulane University.
41 •
•
P----,
Lid
-67
, ,
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Shannon Kerns
Alp aha Tau Omegg
I, Shannon M. Kerns, am proud
to be a freshman student at Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology. I
am a member of the inaugural
women's volleyball team which is
keeping me very busy. My major is
Civil Engineering and I hope to
graduate from Rose and run my own
engineering consultant business 
I graduated from Terre Haute
North Vigo High School where I
was a member of the National
Honor Society. I was active in the
Interact (community service) Club
and I played both varsity softball
and volleyball.
My parents are Karen and David
Harding from Terre Haute and Brian
and Lori Kerns from Farmersburg.
-
,
I, Kerryn Kin., am a i
sophomore from 
g
... ,
burg, South Africa who is "; z , 4' 0 :arl,:-
an electrical engineering 
i
major at Rose-Hulman. I .
plan to complete my studies
with a Masters of Business N.:^orik
Admini-stration and
stepping stone to obtain
a managerial position in the
business world one day. I
love sports of any kind,
especially field hockey and
ballet or any kind of dance.
I enjoy being around people
and I love to laugh. Study-
ing at Rose-Hulman can be ,
more than a little challeng-
ing at times, but the people Kerryn King
it. 
here definitely make up for 
Delta Sigma Phi
My name is Amanda
Meadows, and I am cur-
rently a junior communica-
tions studies major at 1SU.
s I am actively involved in
the President's Scholar
— Program, Alpha Chi
Omega, Alpha Lambda
. 
Delta, Golden Key Honor
, Society, Sycamore Singers
..,# Show choir, and the trike/
tandem teams of 1995/96.
1 would be a good repre-
sentative for the Home-
coming Court because I
have, learned the values of
scholarship and dedication,
and discovered the benefits
of hard work and self-sac-
Amanda Meadows rifice by helping others in
my community. Special
Pi Kappa Alpha thanks to God, my family,
and the men of Pi Kappa
Alpha.
Jena Michelle Ringo is
the daughter of David and I
Diann Ringo. She is a '''"r
freshmen at Rose-Hulman
majoring in Applied •s...Jr
Optics. She attended high
school at Northview High
School in Brazil, Indiana.
She is a varsity cheer-
leader and also works in
the applied optics lab for . orwai.
Dr. Western. After gradua-
tion she plans to pursue a 
..
master's degree in engi-
neering management and ,
move to Pennsylvania. ,
She hopes to start a corn-
pany of her own someday.
Her hobbies include water
skiing, dancing, and eat- Jena Ringo
ing. She is being spon-
sored by Sigma Nu and is Sigma Nu
being escorted by Andy
Hoffa.
House Mates Wanted $300 plus deposit
per bedutom and your share of electric.
cable & phone bills plus a share of
housekeeping/ lawn care gets you superb,
quiet, country living; kitchen privileges,
etc. No indoor dogs or smoking please.
Larry or April @(812) 235-9629 or Susan
812 894-3511.
- ;//" / %'%//KV //
Join our Worship Planning Team to
create our monthly student-led worship
service. Now at 6:00 p.m. each
Wednesday night at United Ministries
Center, 321 N. 7th St.
BIBLE BAPTIST CHURCH Worship:
Sun. 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00
p.m. College & Career class: Sun. 9:30
a.m. 25th & Margaret Avenue.
Transportation available 466-5144.
Join the Joy Makers. Be a part of our
clown ministry which performs in
churches and for community groups.
Everyone is welcome! No experience
necessary! Rehearsals each Wednesday at
ssi zed Advertisements
ZA 
5:00 p.m. Transportation available if
needed. United Ministries Center. 321
N. 7th St., 232-0186.
All About Life is real talk about real
life issues with weekly discussion
topics chosen by students. Wednesdays
at 7:00 at United Ministries Center. 321
N. 7th St.. 232-0186. Call if you need
transportation.
Friendly, informal VOLLEYBALL
games every Thursday at 8:00 p.m. at
St. Joseph Parish Center, 5th and Ohio
Streets. Sponsored by United Ministries
Center, 321 N 7th St. Call 232-0186 if
you need a ride.
PIG ROAST--Sun., Sept. 29. 11:30-
2:00 p.m., at Centenary United
Methodist Church. 301 N. 7th Street.
Tickets: $5.00 (children under six
$2.00). Pig-in-a-pouch available for
carry-out purchase. Seventh annual
fundraiser in support of the United
Ministries Center.
October 2, 12:00 Noon to 1:00 p.m..
United Ministries Center, 321 N. 7th St.
Theme: "Cutting Edge Ethical Issues."
This week's topic: "Issues in Women's
Studies" presented by Dr. Mary Jean
DeMarr, Professor Emeritus of English
and Women's Studies, ISU. Bring a
brown-bag lunch to enjoy while
listening to the presentation and join in
the discussion following.
Thirteenth annual Rose-Hulman ski trip
to Ski Cooper, Leadville, Colorado.
March 2 to March 7, 1997. Cost is
$425. Includes 5 days lift tickets, 5
days ski rental, 5 nights lodging, 5
continental breakfasts. 4 evening
meals. See Dr. Ditteon. CL-108. x8247
for additional details. $100 non-
refundable deposit is due December 13.
1996.
OR SALF • 
Galaxy TeleCards-Free Phone Card.
Long Distance @19/ minute. Anytime.
anywhere in the continental U.S.
Alaska and Hawaii. entail:
. ,
rdrodrig@ ix .netcom.com
hup://www.netcom.com/—rdrodrig/
telel.html
Western Flyer Special Edition 10-speed
bike. Excellent Condition. Book rack
on back. $40 or best offer. Call Chris at
877-1358.
87 Ford Escort. 4 door, only 79.000
miles, just $2495. 249-9859.
T-SHIRTS: 
'Custom Screen l'rinted 's, sweats.
Low Prices, fast service, free art work.
SWAG'S APPAREL 232-6947. Visit
our showroom at 2950 S. 7th. Sept. and
Oct. White T-Shirt Sale. Call 232-6947.
TUTORS: 
Sr Chem E interested in tutoring.
Available for MA. CM, CH classes.
Any costs negotiable. Call Dave at 232-
7305.
advertisements less than 30 words free
to Rose-Hulman students, faculty, and
student organizations. For submissions
of more than 30 words, each additional
word is $0.10.
All other classified ads are $3.00 for the
first 30 words, then $0.15 for each
additional word. Payments must be
made in advance; corrections at our
expense on first week only.
The Thorn reserves the right to refuse
advertising which the editors judge to
be discriminatory on the basis of race,
religion or sexual orientation, or that
promotes violence, illegal activities or
is in had taste.
Submissions may be made at the Thorn
office, through the Thorn Box 2034, by
email-ing thorn@rose-hulman.edu, or
by calling the Thorn at ext. 8255.
Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the
Wednesday prior to publication. Runs
over one week must be renewed weekly
by contacting the Thorn office, unless
prior run arrangements have been
made.
Aiimmow, 
CAMPUS & COMMUNITY
LUNCHEON SERIES Wednesday.
130LICIES: 
The Roc(' Thorn classified
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More 1996 Homecoming Queen Candidates
Samantha Hulbert
Sponsor: The Thorn
Major: EE '99
GPA (Cum./Major/Quarter)
3.4/ 2.6 / 3.4
Favorite Book: Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance
"Next to obtaining my laptop,
running for Homecoming queen is
the most exciting day of my life. If I
win, I want to use my influence as
Homecoming Queen to help
animals, save the environment and
meet the President"
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Terry Cloth
Sponsor: Meesburg
Favorite Movie: Spartacus
"Becoming the Queen would
be quite a titillating
experience"
Uma Bjrghczki
Sponsor: The
Letter "Y"
Favorit e Movie: Tootsie
"I love you guys"
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LET ME SEE)
IF I UNDERSTAND j
THIS...
I SAVED $500 IN
AIRFARE BY EXTEQING
MY BUSINESS TRIP
TO SATURDA`l.
IT'S NOT 3USINESS-
RELATED TO MAKE
5EN5I6LE ECONOMIC
CHOICES..
(-WHY WON'T YOU s)
REIM3UR5E ME FOR 1
THE SATURDAY HOTEL)
CO 515?] 
Ou-r IT 15 305INESS-
RELATED TO WASTE
MONEY LIKE AN
UGLY, GRAIN-DEAD )
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(SATURDAY WAS
NOT A 3U5INE55-
RELATED AGIVITY.)
1 I
THEN HE 6ET r''\E (JP
AND -TOOK MY LUNCH
MONEY. f
  r
V 6\--Ri: •I'-o-r--) SAYING
CAN GET FREE
LUNCH MONEY f3Y
BEATING YOU UP?
